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Important to know 
1. Read all instructions carefully before installation and operation.
2. If you are not familiar with state and local electrical codes, it is 
    recommended that you consult with a qualified electrician.
3. Do not use in wet locations, use indoors only.
4. Non-replaceable LEDs.
5. Caution: LEDs emit bright light. Avoid looking directly into the 
    light source for prolonged periods to avoid eye damage.
6. Dimmable with 0~10V dimmer (sold separately).
7. Multi-volt (120~277 volt) for commercial or residential use.
8. Specification: See right table.

Installation Steps
Turn off the power at fuse or circuit box.
1. Attaching the Mounting Plate
    ● Attach the mounting plate (AA) to the outlet box
       using the two mounting screws (GG).
    ● Align the mounting plate in the direction you 
       want the fixture to be aligned.

1x4 Led pannel light Installation Instruction
Model:BL-FP1-41W-CDS40
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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2. Positioning the Anchors or Toggle Bolts
     ● Mark the position of the eight holes on the ceiling 
        or wall where the anchors or toggle bolts will be 
        placed.
     ● Remove the mounting plate (AA) from the outlet 
        box, and drill eight holes on the target. 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS (continued)
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3.1: Securing the Anchors and 
       Re-attaching the Mounting Plate
    ●  Insert the anchors (CC) through the holes of 
        the ceiling, re-attach the mounting plate to 
        outlet box by aligning predrilled holes. 
    ● Attach the drywall screws (BB) through the 
       holes of the mounting plate (AA) and secure
       the drywall screws (BB) to the anchors (CC). 

    ●  Re-attach the mounting plate(AA) to the outlet 
        box by inserting the eight toggle bolts (FF) into 
        the drilled holes. Once the wings are through 
        and expanded, pull the screws from the toggle 
        bolts (FF) downward to engage and tighten 
        (Fig.3c, Fig.3d).

3.2: Securing the Toggle Bolts and 
        Re-attaching the Mounting Plate
    ●  Remove the wing from the toggle bolt (FF). 
        Insert screw through front of mounting plate (AA)
        and re-attach the wing to the screw. Repeat for 
        rest seven toggle bolts  (See Fig.3b). 

4: Connecting the Panel Light
  ● Pull out the source wires from the outlet box. Make 
      wire connections using P4 wire nuts (EE) as follow:
      --- Connect the hot wire (usually black insulation) 
            from the fixture to the black wire from the power 
            source.
      --- Connect the neutral wire (usually white insulation)
            from the fixture to the white wire from the power
            source.
      --- Connect the fixture grounding wire (usually green /
            yellow insulation or bare wire) to the house 
            grounding wire from the power source.
   � If need connect the dimmer, please remove two P1 
      wire nuts(DD) from the rest of two wires, and make
      wire connections using wire nuts (DD) as follow:
      --- Connect the purple wire from the fixture to the 
           positive wire (usually purple insulation) from the 
           dimmer.
      --- Connect the grey wire from the fixture to the 
           negative wire (usually grey insulation) from the 
           dimmer.
      If not, do not remove the two P1 wire nuts (DD), 
      and make sure the P1 wire nuts (DD) are secured
      in wires.   
      Carefully tuck all wires back into the outlet box.

5: Installing the Panel Light
  ● Install the panel light (A) to the mounting plate (AA)
     by aligning the mounting tabs to the slots on the 
     back of the panel. 
  ● Slide and lock the panel into place.
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Turn on the power at fuse or circuit box.

   Note: When installing the panel light on a 
   vertical surface (See Fig. 3e), the mounting plate 
   must be installed in such a way that the mounting
   tabs are oriented in a vertical position. If the 
   mounting tabs are not in this position, the fixture 
   will not be properly secured and could fall 
   resulting in serious injury.


